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Throughout REVEL for Psychology, Fourth Edition, Saundra Ciccarelli and J. Noland White employ a learner-centered,
assessment-driven approach that maximizes student engagement, and helps educators keep students on track. The authors draw
students into the discipline by showing how psychology relates to their own lives. Clear learning objectives, based on the
recommended APA undergraduate learning outcomes, guide students through the material. And assessment tied to these learning
objectives lets students check their understanding, while allowing instructors to monitor class progress and intervene when
necessary to bolster student performance. REVEL™ is Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected content. Fully digital and
highly engaging, REVEL offers an immersive learning experience designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn.
Enlivening course content with media interactives and assessments, REVEL empowers educators to increase engagement with
the course, and to better connect with students.
The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available With its engaging writing style and comprehensive coverage of
key research, Psychology, 3/e, awakens students' curiosity and energizes their desire to learn more. This brief version draws
readers into an ongoing dialogue about psychology, allowing them to fully grasp the subject. The authors establish clear learning
objectives tied to the most recent APA-recommended undergraduate learning outcomes. MyPsychLab is an integral part of the
Ciccarelli/White program. Engaging activities plus assessments provide a teaching and learning system that helps students master
psychological concepts more readily. With MyPsychLab, students can watch videos on research and applications, participate in
virtual classic experiments, and develop critical thinking skills through writing. This title is available in a variety of formats - digital
and print. Pearson offers its titles on the devices students love through Pearson's MyLab products, CourseSmart, Amazon, and
more.
Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle book version for FREE Social anxiety is a very strong and debilitating
disorder in some cases.Nowadays it is amplified or even created by social networks. It is the fear of being judged always in
negative for every little thing, from the word said wrong or for work execution or for the relationship with the other sex. In short,
those who suffer from social anxiety live their lives perpetually with agitation. Live operations that for others are simple routines,
they struggle to deal with them.Social anxiety is a disorder that can be cured, the first step in healing is to be aware of it. Within
this book the possibility of finding as many as 2 books that will explain to you how to improve your situation. The first book is:
Introducing sociology. Through this book, you will gain an understanding of the dynamic forces that shape personalities and
socialize people into the larger culture within which we live. With a modern take, you'll not only learn about how traditional
institutions such as the family and schools shape society but also come away informed about how mass media, including social
media networks like Facebook and YouTube, are socializing our children and providing new means of interpersonal mass
communication never seen before. Inside, you will find: - The history of sociology and key figures in its early development.- The
key role of the immediate family as the primary agent of socialization.- How children are socialized into the larger society.- The role
played by the secondary family as an agent of civilization.- Mass communication and old and new mass media.- The growing role
of social media networks as agents of socialization.- How technology is changing mass media.- Youth culture and the importance
of peer groups.- Schools, education, and society, and the three main sociological theories of education. The second book is:
Introducing psychology.You'll see how to improve your thoughts based on the group and the environment / situation you are in.
Will show you why everything you have and where you are in life is a product of your mind Inside, you will find: - The most explicit
description of the history of psychology (all events are appropriately written in a chronological order)- The most clear-cut
description of various processes that occur in the brain including the cognitive, social, and motivational processes- The most
explicit description of the psychology of selling, the psychology of achievement and the psychology of persuasion- An all-inclusive
narrative of the best research methods employed in the study and testing of philosophy concepts- A clear description of the
applicability of the Arc of Life metaphor into the study and practice of psychology- A vivid description of the link between the mind
and the bodyBoth books at a special
For courses in Introductory Psychology The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available Throughout Psychology,
Fifth Edition, Saundra Ciccarelli and J. Noland White employ a learner-centered, assessment-driven approach that maximizes
student engagement, and helps educators keep students on track. The authors draw students into the discipline by showing how
psychology relates to their own lives. Clear learning objectives, based on the recommended APA undergraduate learning
outcomes, guide students through the material. And assessment tied to these learning objectives lets students check their
understanding, while allowing instructors to monitor class progress and intervene when necessary to bolster student performance.
Available to package with Psychology, Fifth Edition, MyPsychLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. MyPsychLab is ideal for courses requiring robust
assessments. Psychology, Fifth Edition is also available via REVEL(tm), an interactive learning environment that replaces the print
textbook, enabling students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience. REVEL is ideal for courses where student
engagement and mobile access are important. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab(tm) & Mastering(tm) does
not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for
the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. 0134641140 /
9780134641140 Psychology plus MyPsychLab with eText -- Access Card Package, 5/e Package consists of: 0134477960 /
9780134477961 Psychology, 5/e 0205206514 / 9780205206513 MyPsychLab with eText Access Card
The images in this textbook are in grayscale. There is a color version available - search for ISBN 9781680922370. Psychology is
designed to meet scope and sequence requirements for the single-semester introduction to psychology course. The book offers a
comprehensive treatment of core concepts, grounded in both classic studies and current and emerging research. The text also
includes coverage of the DSM-5 in examinations of psychological disorders. Psychology incorporates discussions that reflect the
diversity within the discipline, as well as the diversity of cultures and communities across the globe.
The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available With its engaging writing style and comprehensive coverage of
key research, Psychology: An Exploration, 2/e, awakens students' curiosity and energizes their desire to learn more. This brief
version draws readers into an ongoing dialogue about psychology, allowing them to fully grasp the subject. The authors establish
clear learning objectives tied to the most recent APA-recommended undergraduate learning outcomes. MyPsychLab is an integral
part of the Ciccarelli / White program. Engaging activities plus assessments provide a teaching and learning system that helps
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students master psychological concepts more readily. With MyPsychLab, students can watch videos on research and applications,
participate in virtual classic experiments, and develop critical thinking skills through writing. This title is available in a variety of
formats - digital and print. Pearson offers its titles on the devices students love through Pearson's MyLab products, CourseSmart,
Amazon, and more.
Kristen Ciccarelli’s debut fantasy explores an intricately woven world of deception, inner darkness, and dragons that fantasy fans
won’t be able to resist. In the beginning, there was the Namsara: the child of sky and spirit, who carried love and laughter
wherever he went. But where there is light, there must be darkness—and so there was also the Iskari. The child of blood and
moonlight. The destroyer. The death-bringer. These are the legends that Asha, daughter of the king of Firgaard, has grown up
learning in hushed whispers, drawn to the forbidden figures of the past. But it isn’t until she becomes the fiercest, most feared
dragon slayer in the land that she takes on the role of the next Iskari—a lonely destiny that leaves her feeling more like a weapon
than a girl. Asha conquers each dragon and brings its head to the king, but no kill can free her from the shackles that await at
home: her betrothal to the cruel commandant, a man who holds the truth about her nature in his palm. When she’s offered the
chance to gain her freedom in exchange for the life of the most powerful dragon in Firgaard, she finds that there may be more truth
to the ancient stories than she ever could have expected. With the help of a secret friend—a slave boy from her betrothed’s
household—Asha must shed the layers of her Iskari bondage and open her heart to love, light, and a truth that has been kept from
her.
The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available With its engaging writing style and comprehensive coverage of
key research, Psychology, 3/e, awakens students' curiosity and energizes their desire to learn more. This brief version draws
readers into an ongoing dialogue about psychology, allowing them to fully grasp the subject. The authors establish clear learning
objectives tied to the most recent APA-recommended undergraduate learning outcomes. MyPsychLab is an integral part of the
Ciccarelli/White program. Engaging activities plus assessments provide a teaching and learning system that helps students master
psychological concepts more readily. With MyPsychLab, students can watch videos on research and applications, participate in
virtual classic experiments, and develop critical thinking skills through writing. Psychology, 3/e, is available in a new DSM-5
Updated Edition. To learn more, click here. This title is available in a variety of formats - digital and print. Pearson offers its titles on
the devices students love through Pearson's MyLab products, CourseSmart, Amazon, and more.
This new AP* Edition will prove to be the most useful tool possible to introduce students to the study of psychology and to prepare
them for success on the AP Psychology Exam. Special attention has be paid to the presentation, adjusting to be more relevant,
appropriate, and clear and understandable for high school students. The engaging writing style draws the students into an ongoing
dialogue about psychology while maintaining a focus on scientific rigor and academic integrity. Comprehensive coverage of key
research, and strong pedagogical features help capture the interest of today's students. Content in the text and ancillary package
follows the American Psychological Association recommended learning goals and assessment guidelines with each chapter are
organized around the detailed learning objectives and correlated to the College Board's advanced placement learning objectives. Publisher.
The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available. Praised for a very engaging writing style, comprehensive
coverage of key research, and strong pedagogical features, Ciccarelli and White focus on getting students to read their textbook.
Using the most recent recommended APA undergraduate psychology learning outcomes, the authors establish clear learning
objectives for students that are tied to these objectives. Student and instructors praise Ciccarelli and White's approach to teaching
and learning in today's classroom. The thirteen-chapter table of contents covers the essentials that every introductory psychology
student should know and fits easily into a one-semester course. A better teaching and learning experience This program will
provide a better teaching and learning experience– for you and your students. Here’s how: Personalize Learning - The new
MyPsychLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, and
comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their
goals. Improve Critical Thinking – Features such as Student Voice and Link icons help students understand the material easily.
The Student Voice Questions create a dialogue between the reader and the text while the Link icons connect all the related fields
of psychology to one another. Engage Students – The highly visual features such as chapter opening prologues, concept maps,
and special feature essays are designed to capture student interest immediately. Explore Research – With updated references,
readers will continue to read about the most current research. Special feature essays found within the narrative cover interesting
topics related to the chapter material. Support Instructors – This program provide instructors with unbeatable resources, including
state-of-the art Interactive PowerPoints embedded with videos, the NEW MyPsychLab Video Series, an easy to use Instructor’s
Manual, a class tested Test Bank with item analysis data, an online test generator (MyTest) and the new MyPsychLab.
In an effort to find her missing grandfather, Emeline enters the forest of Edgewood where she discovers not only that the stories of
the fabled Wood King and his mythical court are true, but that her Pa's life is in danger and only she can save him--along with a
handsome and brooding tithe collector, a surly blacksmith, and a lost childhood friend.
This new AP* Edition will prove to be the most useful tool possible to introduce students to the study of psychology and to prepare
them for success on the AP Psychology Exam. Special attention has be paid to the presentation, adjusting to be more relevant,
appropriate, and clear and understandable for high school students. The engaging writing style draws the students into an ongoing
dialogue about psychology while maintaining a focus on scientific rigor and academic integrity. Comprehensive coverage of key
research, and strong pedagogical features help capture the interest of today's students. Content in the text and ancillary package
follows the American Psychological Association recommended learning goals and assessment guidelines with each chapter are
organized around the detailed learning objectives and correlated to the College Board's advanced placement learning objectives.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
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purchase. -- The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available With its engaging writing style and comprehensive
coverage of key research, Psychology: An Exploration, 2/e, awakens students’ curiosity and energizes their desire to learn more.
This brief version draws readers into an ongoing dialogue about psychology, allowing them to fully grasp the subject. The authors
establish clear learning objectives tied to the most recent APA-recommended undergraduate learning outcomes. MyPsychLab is
an integral part of the Ciccarelli / White program. Engaging activities plus assessments provide a teaching and learning system
that helps students master psychological concepts more readily. With MyPsychLab, students can watch videos on research and
applications, participate in virtual classic experiments, and develop critical thinking skills through writing. This title is available in a
variety of formats - digital and print. Pearson offers its titles on the devices students love through Pearson's MyLab products,
CourseSmart, Amazon, and more. 0205985432 / 9780205985432 Psychology: An Exploration with DSM-5 Update Plus NEW
MyPsychLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205206514 / 9780205206513 NEW MyPsychLab
with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card 0205979602 / 9780205979608 Psychology: An Exploration with DSM-5 Update
The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available. Praised for a very engaging writing style, comprehensive
coverage of key research, and strong pedagogical features, Ciccarelli focuses on getting students to actually read their textbook.
Using the recommended APA undergraduate psychology learning outcomes, the authors establish clear learning objectives for
students and tie the text assessment to these objectives. Student and instructor feedback from an extremely successful first
edition emphasize the appeal of Ciccarelli's approach to teaching and learning in today's classroom.

Provides integrated coverage of evolutionary psychology and diversity plus greater emphasis on the practical value and
usefulness of psychology through increased focus on the theme Taking Psychology with You. Scholarly and researchbased, Psychology, now with sixteen chapters, is filled with relevant applications and information for students. Providing
a broad-based, balanced presentation of psychology, this edition covers all the core topics while continuing to introduce
cutting-edge research and applications.
Diffusion MRI remains the most comprehensive reference for understanding this rapidly evolving and powerful
technology and is an essential handbook for designing, analyzing, and interpreting diffusion MR experiments. Diffusion
imaging provides a unique window on human brain anatomy. This non-invasive technique continues to grow in popularity
as a way to study brain pathways that could never before be investigated in vivo. This book covers the fundamental
theory of diffusion imaging, discusses its most promising applications to basic and clinical neuroscience, and introduces
cutting-edge methodological developments that will shape the field in coming years. Written by leading experts in the
field, it places the exciting new results emerging from diffusion imaging in the context of classical anatomical techniques
to show where diffusion studies might offer unique insights and where potential limitations lie. Fully revised and updated
edition of the first comprehensive reference on a powerful technique in brain imaging Covers all aspects of a diffusion
MRI study from acquisition through analysis to interpretation, and from fundamental theory to cutting-edge developments
New chapters covering connectomics, advanced diffusion acquisition, artifact removal, and applications to the neonatal
brain Provides practical advice on running an experiment Includes discussion of applications in psychiatry, neurology,
neurosurgery, and basic neuroscience Full color throughout
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. For courses in Introductory Psychology Help students become scientifically
literate. Psychological Science: Modeling Scientific Literacy helps students view psychology as a practical, modern
science—and gives them the tools to better understand our world. Throughout the second edition, authors Mark Krause
and Daniel Corts continue to emphasize scientific literacy: the ability not only to define scientific terminology, but also to
understand how it functions, to evaluate it critically, and to apply it to personal and societal matters. In addition to helping
students master key course objectives, learning how to think scientifically will enable students to categorize the
overwhelming amount of information they encounter, as well as ignite their interest in psychological science.
Kristen Ciccarelli’s distinct brand of lyrical, haunting fantasy continues in the companion to her bestselling debut, The
Last Namsara. Perfect for fans of Kristin Cashore and Renee Ahdieh. Once there were two sisters born with a bond so
strong that it forged them together forever. Roa and Essie called it the hum. It was a magic they cherished—until the day a
terrible accident took Essie’s life and trapped her soul in this world. Dax—the heir to Firgaard’s throne—was responsible
for the accident. Roa swore to hate him forever. But eight years later he returned, begging for her help. He was
determined to dethrone his cruel father, under whose oppressive reign Roa’s people had suffered. Roa made him a deal:
she’d give him the army he needed if he made her queen. Only as queen could she save her people from Firgaard’s
rule. Then a chance arises to right every wrong—an opportunity for Roa to rid herself of this enemy king and rescue her
beloved sister. During the Relinquishing, when the spirits of the dead are said to return, Roa discovers she can reclaim
her sister for good. All she has to do is kill the king.
The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available With its engaging writing style and comprehensive
coverage of key research, Psychology, 4/e, awakens students' curiosity and energizes their desire to learn more. This
title draws learners into an interactive experience of psychology. The authors establish clear learning objectives tied to
the most recent APA-recommended undergraduate learning guidelines. MyPsychLab is a valuable component to the
Ciccarelli/White program. Engaging activities plus assessments provide a teaching and learning system that helps
students master psychological concepts more readily.
NEW! MyPsychLab edition available October 2007! Text comes automatically with MyPsychLab for no additional charge!
Includes end of chapter study tips directing students to MyPsychLab for further study! No changes to pagination from
Cicccarelli/Meyer Psychology 1e. The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available. Using the APA
undergraduate psychology learning outcomes, the authors establish clear learning objectives for students and tie the text
assessment to these objectives. Praised for a very engaging writing style, comprehensive coverage of key research, and
strong pedagogical features, Ciccarelli focuses on getting students to actually read their textbook. Student feedback from
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numerous class tests and instructor feedback from an extensive reviewing process emphasize the appeal of Ciccarelli's
approach to teaching and learning in today's classroom.
Why Myers? David Myers has become the world’s best-selling introductory psychology author by serving the needs of
instructors and students so well. Each Myers textbook offers an impeccable combination of up-to-date research, wellcrafted pedagogy, and effective media and supplements. Most of all, each Myers text demonstrates why this author’s
style works so well for students, with his signature compassionate, companionable voice, and superb judgment about
how to communicate the science of psychology and its human impact. Why Modules? This modules-based version of
Myers’ best-selling, full-length text, Psychology (breaking down that book’s 16 chapters into 59 short modules) is yet
another example of the author’s ability to understand what works in the classroom. It comes from Myers’ experiences
with students who strongly prefer textbooks divided into briefer segments instead of lengthier chapters, and with
instructors who appreciate the flexibility offered by the modular format. Modular organization presents material in smaller
segments. Students can easily read any module in a single sitting. Self-standing modules. Instructors can assign
modules in their own preferred order. The modules make no assumptions about what students have previously read.
Illustrations and key terms are repeated as needed. This modular organization of short, stand-alone text units enhances
teacher flexibility. Instead of assigning the entire Sensation and Perception chapter, instructors can assign the module on
vision, the module on hearing, and/or the module on the other senses in whatever order they choose. Watch our new
videos from David Myers here, including our animation on THE TESTING EFFECT narrated by David Myers.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. For courses in Introductory Psychology The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available Throughout
Psychology, Fifth Edition, Saundra Ciccarelli and J. Noland White employ a learner-centered, assessment-driven approach that maximizes
student engagement, and helps educators keep students on track. The authors draw students into the discipline by showing how psychology
relates to their own lives. Clear learning objectives, based on the recommended APA undergraduate learning outcomes, guide students
through the material. And assessment tied to these learning objectives lets students check their understanding, while allowing instructors to
monitor class progress and intervene when necessary to bolster student performance. Available to package with Psychology, Fifth Edition,
MyPsychLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve
results. MyPsychLab is ideal for courses requiring robust assessments. Psychology, Fifth Edition is also available via REVEL™, an interactive
learning environment that replaces the print textbook, enabling students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience. REVEL is
ideal for courses where student engagement and mobile access are important. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab™ &
Mastering™ does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. 0134641140 /
9780134641140 Psychology plus MyPsychLab with eText — Access Card Package, 5/e Package consists of: 0134477960 / 9780134477961
Psychology, 5/e 0205206514 / 9780205206513 MyPsychLab with eText Access Card
For Introduction to Psychology Courses The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available With its engaging writing style and
comprehensive coverage of key research, Psychology, 4/e, awakens students' curiosity and energizes their desire to learn more. This title
draws learners into an interactive experience of psychology. The authors establish clear learning objectives tied to the most recent APArecommended undergraduate learning guidelines. MyPsychLab is a valuable component to the Ciccarelli/White program. Engaging activities
plus assessments provide a teaching and learning system that helps students master psychological concepts more readily. With
MyPsychLab, students can develop critical thinking skills through writing, simulate classic experiments and surveys, watch videos on
research and applications, and explore the Visual Brain in 3-D. Ciccarelli/White, Psychology, 4e will provide a better teaching and learning
experience-for you and your students. This program: Personalizes Learning with MyPsychLab: MyPsychLab is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructor gauge individual and class performance. Connects Psychology to
the Real World: Students will be able to relate chapter material to their own lives. Energizes a Desire to Learn: From Chapter 1, this title
provides students with ample opportunities to study from wherever they are. Embeds Interactive Content: Throughout each chapter
interactive content has been fully incorporated into all aspects of the text. This Package Contains: 0205206514 / 9780205206513 NEW
MyPsychLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack 0205972241 / 9780205972241 Psychology
For courses in Introductory Psychology The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available Throughout Psychology, Fifth
Edition, Saundra Ciccarelli and J. Noland White employ a learner-centered, assessment-driven approach that maximizes student
engagement, and helps educators keep students on track. The authors draw students into the discipline by showing how psychology relates
to their own lives. Clear learning objectives, based on the recommended APA undergraduate learning outcomes, guide students through the
material. And assessment tied to these learning objectives lets students check their understanding, while allowing instructors to monitor class
progress and intervene when necessary to bolster student performance. MyLab(tm) Psychology not included. Students, if MyLab is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab should only be
purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. MyLab Psychology is an
online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive,
engaging, and assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts.
This book provides valuable insight into the nature and the background of the subject of Psychology. Designed basically as a textbook for
general psychology courses of Indian universities, it will also prove useful to those working in the disciplines of sociology, education, social
work and social sciences. The subject matter in the text has been presented in such a way that t can be easily grasped by a beginner and
appreciated by an advanced reader.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. THINK Psychology covers the essentials every introductory psychology student should know. The chapters are briefer
than a standard introductory text–allowing for a lower cost to students and using less printed paper. Unlike other brief texts, THINK
Psychology includes 18 chapters of content–giving you the flexibility to choose what you want to study without the worry that skipping several
chapters will mean leaving out hundreds of pages of content. THINK Psychology provides currency and relevance through design, current
examples and high-interest readings. The readings have been chosen from a range of well respected journals and popular press publications.
For courses in Introductory Psychology The most learner-centered and assessment-driven brief text available Throughout Psychology: An
Exploration , 4th Edition, Saundra Ciccarelli and J. Noland White employ a learner-centered, assessment-driven approach that maximizes
student engagement, and helps educators keep students on track. In this brief text, the authors draw students into the discipline by showing
how psychology relates to their own lives. Clear learning objectives, based on the recommended APA undergraduate learning outcomes,
guide students through the material. And assessment tied to these learning objectives lets students check their understanding, while allowing
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instructors to monitor class progress and intervene when necessary to bolster student performance. Available to package with Psychology:
An Exploration, 4th Edition, MyLab(TM) Psychology is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text
to engage students and improve results. MyLab Psychology is ideal for courses requiring robust assessments. Note You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. 0134641159 /
9780134641157 Psychology: An Exploration plus MyLab Psychology with eText - Access Card Package, 4/e Package consists of:
0134517962 / 9780134517964 Psychology: An Exploration, 4/e 0205206514 / 9780205206513 MyLab Psychology with eText Access Card
Psychology: An Exploration, 4th Edition is also available via Revel(TM), an interactive digital learning environment that replaces the print
textbook, enabling students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience. Revel is ideal for courses where student engagement
and mobile access are important.
This ground-breaking text provides a comprehensive guide to occupational therapy in Australia, from its role in the healthcare system to the
scope and nature of its practice. The authors begin with an overview of the history of occupational therapy in Australia, the ethical and legal
aspects of its practice and its role in population health and health promotion. The values and philosophy of occupational therapy are
considered next, together with the roles and responsibilities of practitioners and specific practice features, including client-centred practice,
evidence-based practice, research in occupational therapy and clinical reasoning. Key issues, including occupational analysis, the
development of occupations across the lifespan, occupational therapy assessment, Indigenous issues, practice in rural and remote areas and
advocacy, leadership and entrepreneurship, are also examined in detail. The first text specifically written for Australian entry-to-practice
students by Australian authors, this book is destined to become an essential reference for both students and professionals in the field. 'Truly
a valuable resource for all Australian occupational therapy students and practitioners.' Professor Jenny Ziviani, Children's Allied Health
Research, The University of Queensland 'This is a text that will have many editions and document the evolution of the profession for decades
to come.' Professor Carolyn M. Baum, School of Medicine, Washington University in St. Louis

This text book, titled Physiological Psychology, covers the general area of ‘brain and behavior,’which is a modular subject in
many university courses. The authors attempts to prepare students to understand physiological concepts in other specialized fields
that they will encounter in their higher studies—it is suitable for undergraduate college students as well. The book is organised into
four chapters. The first chapter covers the areas Brain and Behaviour, which includes techniques in neurophysiology, the neuron
and its functions, Central Nervous System (CNS), Autonomous Nervous System (ANS), Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS),
Para Sympathetic Nervous System (PSNS), neurotransmitters and drug action. The second chapter deals with biological basis of
sensory processes, which includes visual, auditory, gustatory, olfactory and cutaneous systems. The third chapter contains
physiological basis of sleep, eating, drinking and sexual behaviour while the last chapter covers the areas of emotion, learning and
memory.
The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available. Praised for a very engaging writing style, comprehensive
coverage of key research, and strong pedagogical features, Ciccarelli and White focus on getting students to read their textbook.
Using the most recent recommended APA undergraduate psychology learning outcomes, the authors establish clear learning
objectives for students that are tied to these objectives. Student and instructors praise Ciccarelli and White's approach to teaching
and learning in today's classroom. The thirteen-chapter table of contents covers the essentials that every introductory psychology
student should know and fits easily into a one-semester course. A better teaching and learning experience This program will
provide a better teaching and learning experience-- for you and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning - The new
MyPsychLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, and
comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their
goals. Improve Critical Thinking -- Features such as Student Voice and Link icons help students understand the material easily.
The Student Voice Questions create a dialogue between the reader and the text while the Link icons connect all the related fields
of psychology to one another. Engage Students -- The highly visual features such as chapter opening prologues, concept maps,
and special feature essays are designed to capture student interest immediately. Explore Research -- With updated references,
readers will continue to read about the most current research. Special feature essays found within the narrative cover interesting
topics related to the chapter material. Support Instructors -- This program provides instructors with unbeatable resources, including
state-of-the art Interactive PowerPoints embedded with videos, the NEW MyPsychLab Video Series, an easy to use Instructor's
Manual, a class tested Test Bank with item analysis data, an online test generator (MyTest) and the new MyPsychLab. All of these
materials are available to be packaged with the text upon request. Note: MyPsychLab does not come automatically packaged with
this text. To purchase the new MyPsychLab, please visit: www.mypsychlab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the text + the
new MyPsychLab (at no additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205249663 / ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205249664.
The fifth edition of Nursing Ethics has been revised to reflect the most current issues in healthcare ethics including new cases,
laws, and policies. The text continues to be divided into three sections: Foundational Theories, Concepts and Professional Issues;
Moving Into Ethics Across the Lifespan; and Ethics Related to Special Issues focused on specific populations and nursing roles.
We Listened. You Want Science. You Want a Modern Framework. You Want an Easy Prep. You Want Passer/Smith. WE
LISTENED: During the development of Passer/Smith, McGraw-Hill employees observed more than 150 hours of Introductory
Psychology classes, hosted three national symposia, and commissioned and read over 200 reviews. From that, WE LEARNED: •
You want to demonstrate to your students that Psychology is a science. Passer’s Research Close-Ups in each chapter provide an
inside look at research studies in a scientific journal format. • You want a framework that will help students tie all of the disparate
concepts together and see the field of psychology in a modern way. Passer/Smith’s Levels of Analysis feature does just that, by
consistently showing the biological, psychological, and environmental causes of behavior. • You want all of your resources in one
place so you can quickly and easily prep for each lecture. McGraw-Hill's PrepCenter provides all of our instructor resources in an
easy-to-use, online site. The bottom line is that if you use Passer/Smith, you’ll teach a dynamic, modern course with an organizing
framework that reflects psychology as a science and that is easier to prep for than your present course.
Kristen Ciccarelli’s bestselling Iskari series comes to a captivating end with this final companion novel to The Last Namsara,
which Tomi Adeyemi, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Children of Blood and Bone, calls “one of my favorite books of all
time.” At the end of one world, there always lies another. Safire, a soldier, knows her role in this world is to serve the king of
Firgaard—helping to maintain the peace in her oft-troubled nation. Eris, a deadly pirate, has no such conviction. Known as the
Death Dancer for her ability to evade even the most determined of pursuers, she possesses a superhuman power to move
between worlds. Now Safire and Eris—sworn enemies—find themselves on a common mission: to find Asha, the last Namsara.
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From the port city of Darmoor to the fabled faraway Star Isles, their search and their stories become woven ever more tightly
together as they discover that the uncertain fate they’re hurtling toward just may be a shared one. In this world—and the next.
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